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With Fusion Notify you can set up automatic email notifications that enable the 
right people within your business to see crucial detail of what’s happening, when 
it happens. The application is limited only by your imagination. So, here are 10 
examples that your business could deploy as a starting point…

Alert Finance and Sales
of cash received
Let the relevant people know when cash comes 
into the business from certain customers.

Provide a detailed snapshot 
of a new customer
Arm your team with key info about new 
customers at the time they need them
through the onboarding process.

Flag low margin orders
Alert your senior leaders if the margin on a 
sales order is going to cause an issue.

Chase suppliers
Remove this manual task by sending emails to 
suppliers on the status of deliveries based on 
info within the PO.

Send automated 
confirmations
Automatically send a user order and shipment 
details, streamlining your sales process.
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Fusion Notify offers your business the chance to stay 
informed and avoid missing changes in your data.  
 
The easy-to-use system can react quickly to change  
and deliver a more streamlined approach to your 
operations, leaving your team to focus on actioning  
your business ambitions.

Reorder stock
Monitor stock levels based on a minimum 
count and alert the purchasing team 
when orders need to be placed.

Manage customer credit
Alert key people when a customer order 
exceeds their credit limit as it happens.

Chase outstanding invoices
Remove the need for finance to chase overdue 
invoices by sending the emails automatically.

Up-sell to customers
Update customers on new products 
based on what they have purchased 
before.

Monitor
inactive customers
Keep your sales team up to date with 
customers that haven't bought in a while 
so they can prompt new sales.
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